
QXERCISE 
A. Choose the correct answer. . d s pleasant sound? d · ns1dere a 1. Which of the following soun is co (b) Honking of vehicles [: 

B. 

(a) Sound of lou~speakers D (d) Music system at high volume [] 
~Chirping of birds D d . sound? 

d .b ates t~ro uc1ng . 2. Which of the following in our bo y v1 r -~---Vocal cords 
(a) Lungs D

0 
(d) Heart (c) Nose 

3. Which the following is a warning sound? 
(b) Sound of dog ( a ound of fire alarm D 
(d) Sound of a goat ( c) Music at low volume D 

-~ nsity of sound is measured in 
(a) decigram D 
( c) decilitre D 

5. Noise pollution can cause 
(a) headache 
( c) hearing loss □ 

□ 

(b) decimetre 
~cibel 

(b) jwf>ertension 
...(.et( all of these 

Fill in the blanks with the help of words given in the box. 
, 'J:; 1-, !:, ' 3 I I ~leasant warning loud sound noise 

1. .S:0 ...._j is produced by vib~g objects. 
2. The soft sounds are called~~..._j ... sounds. 

~ d and unpleasant sound is called Y\o\S<!_ 

0 
D 

□ 
□ 

□ 
□ 

□ 
□ 

4. The sound produced by the siren of ambulance is called 1...u a_.,, 1"\ \1 souocl. 
5. 1 b,.0\ sound can cause stress and hypertension. \ 

C. Tick (✓) the correct statements and cross (X ) the wrong ones. 
1. The sound produced by trees and fallen leaves is an unpleasant sound. 

~ gue helps in producing sound. g 
J 3. Fire alarms are fitted at each and every work place to indicate the danger of fire. 
I 



• ... liilil11 .. ' i ,MiJ. .. F.i•iiMl!if..-1@M:61i.alllllilW---·',._ 
4. Noise pollution can b d 

e re uced by maki . 
5. Any sound that is l ng strict laws. 

p easant for us is called . noise . 
D- Match the column. 

Column A 

1. Minimum intensity of so d h 
Column B 

ca~ ar un t at human beings (a) Unpleasant soundG) 

~ und of flowing water 

3. Sound of traffic on busy road 
(b) 160 dJ:s) 

(c) 40-60 dB~© 

(d) 0 dB (D 4. Intensity of sound that c f . an per orate our ear drum 
5. Intensity of sound in norm 1 . a conversation ( e) Pleasant sound {5J 

E. Give_ two example s of each b9t <?:..J l 
~ oft sound 0 

2. Noise 

3. Health problems caused due to noise 

4. Sounds of intensity less than 80 dB 

,~1\J~~A 
k oh ~ \d 

l..:)\... \.s. p eii 

F. Answer the following questions : 

1. How are we able to produce sounds? - !? 0 - f b 
2. What are pleasant and unpleasant sounds? -~ 1 - 19 

~ at are warning sounds? - p~ - 7 7 
4. What are the harmful effects of loud noise? -f~-( -1 r? 
~ are the different ways of reducing noise pollution? - Pa-
~ 

« l-»@@lil,l•l-i4it-l• 

l~ 

1. "Honking of vehicles is also a warning sound." Do you agree with this? Give reason 

for your answer. 
[Hint: Veh icle honks t o indicate t hat they need clear pat h to move. ] 

2. The reduction in level of noise pollution is possible through the contribution of every 
individual in society. Do you agree with this? Give reason for your answer. 
[Hint : Every home is a source of noise. It is the responsibi lity of each individual to 
reduce noise because laws cannot be made for the sound of rad io, television and music 

system playing at high volume.] 



Some objects produce sound 

· · · b. t Wh poon stuck with plate it vibrates 
Sound 1s produced by vibrating o 1ec s. en s ' 

the plate and produces sound. 

I SOUND MADE BY LIVING BEINGS 

(An living beings produce different kind of sounds: Human beings talk with each 

ot~y producing sound. When our vocal cords vibrate, we produce sound. Our 

tongue helps in producing sound and our ear helps in receiving sounV 1J., 1. 
Other animals like dog barks when it wants to indicate something. Even in danger 

situation like earthquake dogs start barking while other animals also start producing 

different kind of sounds. Birds also make sound. Plants although can not produce 

sound but wind produce a nice sound by vibrating the leaves of plants. 

I SOUND MADE BY TREES AND FALLEN LEAVES 

Trees also make sound when their leaves rustle due to wind. When the leaves of 

tree fall down from trees, these also produce a soft sound. Fallen leaves when move 
with wind also produces sound. 

You will find some of the sounds from your surroundings pleasant while some 

othe_r sounds unpleasant. For example, the sound of music in low volume, chirping 

of birds etc. feel pleasant to most of the people. 

• 

On the other hand, sound produced by alarm h k. f h. I d 
, on 1ng o ve 1c es, soun 

roduced by loud speakers feel unpleasant to most of th I e peop e. 



I VVatkman at maximum volume 100 
Sound that produce pain 130 
Sound that can perforate ear drum 160 

I NOISE 

The sound that is loud and unpleasant to ears is called noise. A sound may be 
noise for one and pleasant for the other. For example, the beats of a song may be noise 
for one person while the others may like it. The sound produced by loudspeakers, 
the sound produced by the students all at the same time are the examples of noise. 
A jet plane can produce the sound of intensity 140 dB from 50 m away. A sound of 
intensity 160 dB can perforate our ear drums. 

I WARNING SOUNDS 

( There are some other type of sounds that make us alert from danger or emergency , 
si~ns. Fire alarm and the siren of ambulance are such sound~ /i)J_ _3 ,,, 

~ ~ . ;\, 
' p '--

lL' , II~ 
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To understand the use of warning sounds. 
Instruct all the students of class to move in line from rooms to ground as they hear mock 
fire alarm. 

I HARMFUL EFFECTS OF LOUD NOISE 

( 
Noise is bad for health and disturbs everyone. Some of its harmful effects are as 
follows: 

1. Loud noise can cause lack in concentration. ~ 

2. Loud noise may lead to hypertension. ~ 
3. Loud noise can also cause stress and irritation. 

-,.:_ , :4. Lo~: noise may also result in loss of heariv 

a" { ~ ,_)<: 



::::::::;:::::: 

J We hear different kinds of sound all around the day. 

= Sound is produced by vibrating object. 

:S Tongue helps in producing sound. 

( The soft sounds like music in low volume, chirping of birds are called pleasant sounds. 
J'i,,-e harsh and loud sounds like honking of vehicles, sound of loudspeakers are called 

unpleasant sound:) /:)J:> '2--
:l Intensity of sound is measured in decibel. 

J Sounds above 80 dB are considered as noise. 

J Sound produced by fire alarm and siren of ambulance are the warning sounds. 
:i Noise is bad for health. It can cause hypertension, stress, irritation, loss of hearing. 
:i Noise pollution can be reduced by making strict laws to use loud speakers, by keeping 

the volume of radio, television and music system low. 

J Creating awareness in people about the harmful effects of noise pollution help in 
reducing noise pollution. 
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I WAYS TO REDUCE NOISE POLLUTION 

{ Noise pollution can be reduced by the following practices : 

~ Laws should be made strict about the use of loud speakers. 

2. Everyone in the society should play their T.V. and sound system at low 
volumes. 

3. The movement of vehicles should be made smooth so that they should not 
honk. 

4. Create awareness in people ab; :e harmful effects of noise pollu~ 

cfflt J 2 I t &14id_. 


